French, Englishmen, Italians and Poles came to the commemoration ceremony
„70 years end of the Second World War“ after to Hofheim.
„70 years ago one of the most awful, person-despising epochs of the history of
mankind came to an end, the second world war“ – so far the resolution of the town of
Hofheim begins which was read out on the occasion of the commemorative event
with all twin towns on the 15th of May, 2015 in the Hofheimer town hall. A complete
documentation of this celebration stands ready in the download area on the foot of
this side in English, Italian, Polish, French and German.
Official representatives, citizens and female citizens from the twin towns Chinon,
Tiverton, Buccino and Pruszcz Gdański were invited to Hofheim to commit included
the members of Förderkreis Hofheimer Städtepartnerschaften,,, representatives of
the urban committees, the religious communities, associations, schools and other
guests to this commemoration ceremony together with members of the town
partnerships. In addition Mr. Wolfgang Vater, Hofheim town delegate's director
welcomed all guests.
To the initiators it was important that people of all five towns were involved in the
creation of this commemoration ceremony – those which are involved for many years
and decades in the town partnership and have maybe still experienced the second
world war even and also young people who know the war only from stories and
history books.
For the festival talk Prof.Dr. Jürgen Müller, professor at the historical seminar Johann
Wolfgang Goethe's university of Frankfurt am Main could be won. He spoke on the
subject „70 years end of the Second World War – From, wild continent‘ to, space of
freedom, security and to right. “
Youngsters in France, England, Italy, Poland and Hofheim had asked contemporary
witnesses about the question „Say what was the war?“ put and the answers in the
form of interviews or reports together. These impressive reports of directly affected
people in all five towns were reported. Musicians of the music school of Hofheim and
some young guests from the partner towns accompanied the commemoration
ceremony.
The Mayor of Hofheim, Mrs. Gisela Stang spoke the epilogue. In the connection
representatives of all towns read out their part of the resolution „No more war – our
responsibility for an open, peaceful and united Europe“ and signed this.

